Rosa and her family picked their perfect chair after saving up all their extra money to buy it. Design your perfect chair **by using three descriptive words and drawing/coloring it below.**

### 3 WORDS TO DESCRIBE MY PERFECT CHAIR

- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]

---

### FIRE SAFETY TIPS FOR KIDS

**PROTECT YOUR FAMILY & YOUR IMPORTANT THINGS**

- Never play with lighters, matches, or candles.
- Get a grown-up to help you with anything in the kitchen.
- Test your smoke and carbon monoxide detectors every month.
- Know what your smoke detector sounds like and what to do if you ever hear it.
- Keep valuable items and documents in a fire safe box.
- Learn at least two ways to get out of your house.
- Make a family meet up plan in case of a fire/emergency.
- **REMEMBER:** things are replaceable but **YOU** are not — get out of danger at the first sign of trouble to be safe!